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This paper reports development of an integrated fiber-optic microfluidic device for measuring

muscular force of small nematode worms with high sensitivity, high data reliability, and simple device

structure. A moving nematode worm squeezed through multiple detection points (DPs) created

between a thinned single mode fiber (SMF) cantilever and a sine-wave channel with open troughs.

The SMF cantilever was deflected by the normal force imposed by the worm, reducing optical

coupling from the SMF to a receiving multimode fiber (MMF). Thus, multiple force data could be

obtained for the worm–SMF contacts to verify with each other, improving data reliability. A noise

equivalent displacement of the SMF cantilever was 0.28 mm and a noise equivalent force of the device

was 143 nN. We demonstrated the workability of the device to detect muscular normal forces of the

parasitic nematodes Oesophagotomum dentatum L3 larvae on the SMF cantilever. Also, we used this

technique to measure force responses of levamisole-sensitive (SENS) and resistant (LERV) O.

dentatum isolates in response to different doses of the anthelmintic drug, levamisole. The results

showed that both of the isolates generated a larger muscular normal force when exposed to a higher

concentration of levamisole. We also noticed muscular force phenotype differences between the SENS

and LERV worms: the SENS muscles were more sensitive to levamisole than the LERV muscles. The

ability to quantify the muscular forces of small nematode worms will provide a new approach for

screening mutants at single animal resolution. Also, the ability to resolve small differences in

muscular forces in different environmental conditions will facilitate phenotyping different isolates of

nematodes. Thus, the present technology can potentially benefit and advance the current whole

animal assays.

Introduction

Movement of multicellular organisms, such as the nematode

Caenorhabditis elegans, exhibits a sinusoidal pattern induced by

alternating dorsal and ventral muscle contraction when swim-

ming/crawling across surfaces.1,2 The waves of the muscle

contraction produce local bending in the cuticle and generate

lateral thrust or planar force.3 Researchers have shown that the

nematodes maintain their motion generation mechanism by

producing lateral thrust in either natural or artificially structured

surrounding environments.4 There has been considerable atten-

tion devoted to organismal biomechanics of important nematode

species.5–9 Investigation of correlations between genes, neurons,

sensory organs, muscular arms, and motion patterns of these

nematodes is critical to understand: a) the coupling between

signals in the neuromuscular system, b) the muscle dynamics,

and c) the emergent mechanical behaviour of the whole

animal.10,11 Applications of organismal biomechanics include

ameliorating human health problems (e.g., prosthesis design and

movement restoration),12 and developing new therapy for

neuromuscular diseases caused by mechanosensory degradation

and defects.13 Also, through genetic modification, mutants of C.

elegans can be created, which affect the forces of motion and

thus the phenotypic locomotive behavior of mutants.14,15 Thus,

screening these mutants at the single animal resolution needs a

miniature force sensor suitable for detecting the muscular force

of these mutants. Furthermore, as we will see later, it is possible

to screen drug resistance of parasitic nematodes by directly

examining muscular forces of parasitic nematode species under

different chemical or drug environmental conditions. This is

because drug resistance of parasitic nematodes may be associated

with changes in signalling-muscle-contraction pathways.16,17

Many tools have been developed to analyze cellular and

molecular mechanics in the past two decades,18 including optical

tweezers,19–21 atomic force microscopy,22–24 magnetic twisting
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cytometry,25,26 micropipette aspiration,27,28 and micro-electro-

mechanical system (MEMS) sensors and actuators.29,30 These

tools have yielded important insights into fundamental biology

research.31,32 However, they are not suitable for use in the study

of multicellular organismal biomechanics of small nematode

worms. The advent of MEMS, microfluidics, and automated

imaging techniques have led to a new class of miniature devices

and systems to study neurophysiology and behaviour of

nematode species via flexible manipulation, imaging and screen-

ing of the nematodes.33–46 However, due to a lack of new

muscular force sensing tools, the study of the multicellular

organismal mechanics currently lags behind that of the cellular

and molecular mechanics. Pruitt and co-workers pioneered the

use of a piezoresistive cantilever-based indentation system for

studying the mechanical properties of C. elegans.3 This system

offered advantages such as a wide range of force and

displacements matched to different biological materials, and an

ability to target a desired dynamic range and a high force

resolution of 12 nN, but it was unable to detect the dynamic

force of a worm in motion. To detect the dynamic force of

moving nematodes, the researchers reported another remarkable

nematode force measurement microsystem using an integrated

strain gauge force sensor, with a force resolution of the device of

260 nN.47 The device was constructed from multiple layers of

SU-8 and metal on quartz substrates, capable of measuring

tactile sensitivity and interaction forces exerted during locomo-

tion, but the device structure was relatively complicated.

Subsequently, Ghanbari and co-workers developed a simple

microfluidic device for measuring force generated by moving

nematodes in real-time.4,48 The device used an array of vertical

polymeric pillars fabricated in a channel. The force applied by a

moving nematode to each pillar was detected via a vision-based

approach. This vision-based force sensing system was capable of

performing robust force measurements with a 330 nN resolu-

tion.4 This technique, however, required a high-resolution

microscope with an automated stage, a video camera, and a

special algorithm to track worm movement and resolve

mechanical deflections of the pillars induced by the nematode–

pillar contacts. Also, the deflections of the short pillars were

limited by a relatively low manufacturable aspect ratio of the

pillars, causing low sensitivity of the device.

Methods and experimental section

Device principle and design

Fig. 1 presents our fiber-optic microfluidic device for detecting

muscular forces of small nematode worms. A worm enters a sine-

wave channel at a worm inlet without applying any attractants.

To minimize body contact between the worm and the sidewalls

of the channel, the amplitude and wavelength of the sine-wave

channel are designed to be similar to those of the worms under

test. Also, the channel is wide enough to neglect constraints from

the sidewalls on the worm’s natural movement. The lower part of

this sine-wave channel is open, where a silica SMF cantilever is

suspended horizontally adjacent to the channel. The SMF

cantilever is anchored at one end and free to bend at the other

end, accepting an input light at the fixed end (from an external

light source). A receiving MMF (unmoveable) is embedded in

the channel and aligned with the SMF along the central optical

axis. As the worm contacts the SMF cantilever and squeezes

through the troughs of the sine-wave channel, the SMF

cantilever is forced to deflect horizontally away from the channel

by the normal force, Fn, of the worm (see inset in Fig. 1, and a

video clip in Electronic Supporting Information{). This reduces

light coupling from the SMF to the MMF and thus the

transmitted optical power received by an external photodetector

(connecting to the MMF). By this means, Fn of the worm exerted

on the SMF cantilever was detected. The horizontal placement of

the SMF has the advantage of a high aspect ratio of the SMF,

and leads to a more sensitive detection of the responses of the

SMF to Fn. As the worm swims through the whole sine-wave

channel, the multiple worm–SFM contacts at the different

detection points (DPs) generates multiple force data that can be

cross-checked and/or averaged, thus improving the reliability of

the force data.

To obtain high mechanical sensitivity while allowing for good

light propagation, the SMF cantilever was thinned down to the

optical mode field diameter, df, of the fiber. The SMF (here,

SMF-28, Corning) was etched to 10 mm in diameter to match the

df (9.2 mm) at a light wavelength of 1310 nm and the df (10.4 mm)

at 1550 nm of the original fiber. The diameter of the MMF was

65 mm. The sine-wave channel was designed to have an

amplitude of 160 mm and a wavelength of 450 mm to match

the traveling wave patterns of the SENS and LERV larvae used

in this work. The gap between the SMF and the lowest edge of

the channel’s upper sidewall, D, was 20 mm (see the denotation of

D in Fig. 1; the influence of D on worm force generation will be

discussed later). The fiber-to-fiber end distance was 50 mm. To

ensure that the SMF cantilever deflection occurs only in a planar

direction, the central optical axis of the SMF was set to be

12.5 mm, or half the diameter (y25 mm) of the SENS and LERV

worms used, above the bottom surface of the channel. The SMF

cantilever was 2 mm long spanning over the 5 DPs. As we will see

Fig. 1 Optical image of a fabricated fiber-optic microfluidic device for

detecting force of a small nematode worm. The white dashed line

represents a wave form of a sine-wave channel. The blue circles highlight

multiple detection points (DPs) along a thinned single mode fiber (SMF)

cantilever. Inset shows a worm (SENS O. dentatum larvae) pushing the

cantilever away from the original while squeezing through one of five

DPs formed between the SMF cantilever and the lowest edge of the

channel’s upper sidewall. Dx is deflection at the free end of the SMF

cantilever. Fn and Ft represent the normal force and tangential force,

respectively, of a worm applied to the SMF cantilever.
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later, the length of the cantilever is limited by its elastic

downward deflection in the vertical direction.

To simulate the deflection responses of the SMF cantilever to

Fn applied at different DPs of the cantilever, finite-element

analysis (FEA) was performed using the ANSYS software

package.49 As shown in Fig. 2a, the deflection at the free end of

the cantilever Dx was proportional to magnitude of Fn, following

a linear spring force-deflection model given by Fn = kDx, where k

is the stiffness of the cantilever.50 As seen later (Fig. 6d and 7e),

the SENS O. dentatum generates the same Fn while deflecting the

SMF cantilever at different DPs. We therefore applied Fn =

9.16 mN at the five DPs in this simulation (Fig. 2b). As expected,

a larger Dx was obtained as Fn was applied closer to the free end

of the cantilever. Specifically, the simulated Dx was 18.6, 12.6,

6.28, 2.07, and 0.074 mm at the five DPs from left to right along

the cantilever (Fig. 2b).

To confirm the accuracy of the model used in the Fn–Dx

simulation, we used a nanoindenter (NANO Indenter XP, MTS

Systems) to measure the deflections of the fabricated SMF

cantilevers (see the fabrication processes in Fig. 5) under various

applied forces (Fig. 2a). The SMF cantilevers under test were

10.07 ¡ 0.11 mm in diameter and 2 mm in length. The force and

displacement resolution of the nanoindenter was 50 nN and

0.01 nm, respectively. The controlled forces Fn were applied to

each DP (normal to the SMF cantilever). Each measurement was

the mean ¡ standard deviation obtained from 9 data points. As

shown in Fig. 2a, the measured displacement at the free end of

the cantilever Dx had a good agreement with the simulated

result, demonstrating the accuracy of the model used in the FEA

simulation. Specifically, when Fn = 9.16 mN, the displacement at

the free end of the cantilever Dx was found to be 18.66 ¡ 0.21,

12.54 ¡ 0.25, 6.31 ¡ 0.14, 2.07 ¡ 0.24, and 0.074 ¡ 0.14 mm at

the five DPs from left to right along the cantilever.

Correspondingly, the average changing rate of Dx with respect

to Fn was calculated to be 0.50 ¡ 0.009, 0.75 ¡ 0.011, 1.48 ¡

0.015, 4.49 ¡ 0.026, and 124.7 ¡ 0.914 mm mN21 at the five DPs

from left to right along the SMF cantilever.

When the SMF cantilever and the fixed MMF were well

aligned along their optical axis, the fiber-to-fiber end coupling

efficiency reaches a maximum. However, the bending effect of

the SMF caused a decrease in the coupling efficiency. Thus, to

compute the optical power, P, detected at the output of the

MMF as a function of Dx, we employed the three-dimensional

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method based on the

MEEP software package.51 This method allowed us to include

the dielectric (or refractive index) properties of all device

components (the SMF cantilever, the MMF, and the surround-

ing environment) into the model. Thus, the simulation inherently

took into account the effect of the light refraction at the fiber

side–water and fiber end–water interfaces on the final optical

readings. The computing region is shown in Fig. 3a. A 10 mm

thick perfectly matched layer (PML) was applied at the

boundaries of the entire computing region. A transverse electric

(TE)-polarized line source was placed at the input of the SMF

cantilever. Fig. 3b shows the optical field distributions of the

device at different bending conditions. The simulation result

includes two factors for determining the level of reduction in the

output optical power, including the axial misalignment between

the two fibers, and distortion of the SMF’s fundamental mode

field (due to small-angle bending). By combining the results

shown in Fig. 2a and 3c, we obtained the relationship between

the normalized P and applied Fn (Fig. 3d). The result shows that

P decreases with increasing Fn applied at each DP.

It is desirable to employ longer SMF cantilevers to achieve

higher mechanical sensitivity to an applied Fn, but practically, to

prevent the worm under test from crossing over the SMF

cantilever to the other side of the sine-wave channel, the SMF

cantilever needed to be suspended horizontally in the channel.

Thus, the length of the cantilever was actually limited by natural

elastic deflection of the cantilever in the vertical direction. Our

ANSYS simulation result indicates that the 2 mm long SMF

cantilever (used in the previous figures) dropped about Dz =

0.75 mm at the free end of the cantilever from the horizontal

direction. With this design, 10.66% of 244 worms were observed

to cross over the cantilevers at the 1st DP (see the Handling of

Nematodes section). As mentioned in the Introduction section,

nematodes generally maintain their motion generation mechan-

ism by producing lateral thrust. We thus believe that there was

little vertical force exerted on the 2 mm long SMF cantilever

when the central optical axis of the cantilever was designed to be

at half the worm diameter above the substrate. Fig. 4 shows a

failure of the force test with a 4 mm long SMF cantilever having

a relatively large drop of Dz = 2.1 mm at its free end. Since the

head part of the worm was a little sharp relative to other parts

Fig. 2 (a) Finite element analysis (FEA) simulated and nanoindentation

determined deflection, Dx, at the end of a SMF silica cantilever, as a

function of normal force applied at five DPs along the SMF cantilever.

The SMF cantilever used in the FEA simulation was 10 mm in diameter

and 2 mm long. The SMF cantilever used in the nanoindentation

experiment was 10.07 ¡ 0.11 mm in diameter and 2 mm in length. (b)

Deflection profile of the SMF cantilever under a given normal force of

9.16 mN applied at five DPs.
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and could move in more complex ways, the worm had a

relatively high chance to first move its head on the upper part of

the cantilever, and then, cross over the cantilever from the top of

the cantilever via the lateral motion. According to our

observation on 55 worms, y52.7% of the worms crossed over

the 4 mm long SMF cantilever. Thus, the length of the SMF

cantilever was chosen to be 2 mm for the present device.

Device fabrication

Fig. 5a–f shows the fabrication processes for the proposed

device. First, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microstructures

(e.g., the sine-wave channel, and the alignment structures for the

fibers) are replica molded using conventional soft lithography

techniques (Fig. 5a).52 The silica SMF (SMF-28, Corning) and

the MMF (62.5/125-CPC6, Corning) are immersed in 49 wt%

hydrofluoric (HF) acid solution at room temperature for 120 and

60 mins, respectively. This allowed us to pre-thin the SMF from

125 mm down to 25 mm, and the MMF from 125 mm to 65 mm.

Then, the two fibers were inserted and positioned in the

alignment structures, with the help of a micropositioner

(Fig. 5b). To form a 10 mm diameter SMF cantilever, we

protected the MMF from being etched by using a buffered HF

(BHF, 10 vol./vol.%) solution. Thus, the channel was filled up

with a precursor solution consisting of isobornyl acrylate (IBA),

tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate, and 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phe-

nylacetophenone with a weight ratio of 32 : 1.7 : 1.0 (Fig. 5c).53

The precursor solution was then selectively polymerized under

ultraviolet light (10 mW cm22, 24.8 s) with a photomask. This

allowed for formation of HF resistant poly-IBA structures

around the MMF and fixing one end of the SMF (Fig. 5d). Next,

the flexible part of the SMF was etched down to 10 mm diameter

in the BHF solution for 75 min (Fig. 5e). Note that the removal

of the fiber cladding did not interfere with light guidance

through the silica core, since the original refractive index

cladding (n = 1.463) was replaced by water (n = 1.333).54

Lastly, the PDMS structure was bonded to a glass slide by

oxygen plasma treatment (Fig. 5f). Thus, the fiber-optic

microfluidic device was formed.

Fig. 3 (a) Top-view schematic of the computing region used in the 3D

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation. (b) Optical field

distributions in the optical coupling region between the SMF cantilever

and MMF under different bending conditions: Dx = 0, 5, 15, and 25 mm.

The fields were extracted in the horizontal plane at the optical axis of the

two fibers. (c) FDTD simulation result of normalized optical power

detected at the output of the receiving MMF, as a function of deflection

Dx at the end of the SMF cantilever. (d) Simulation result of normalized

optical power as a function of Fn applied to the SMF cantilever at

different DPs.

Fig. 4 Optical images for a SENS O. dentatum larvae crossing over the

4 mm long SMF cantilever from the top of the cantilever at the 1st DP of

the device. Scale bars represent 20 mm.

Fig. 5 (a–f) Fabrication processes for the device. (g) Optical images

showing the SMF cantilever at five different locations. (h) Optical image

showing nine SMFs fabricated in different runs using the same chemical

wet etching method. Scale bars in (g) and (h) represent 20 mm.

This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 3458–3466 | 3461
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It should be pointed out that the final diameter and uniformity

of the SMF cantilever would significantly influence the mechan-

ical properties and thus the actual readings of the muscular

forces. The use of the low average etching rate of 0.2 mm min21

during thinning the SMF from 25 to 10 mm ensured a relatively

high uniformity in the final diameter of the SMF cantilever. As

shown in Fig. 5h and 5g, the final diameter of the fabricated

SMF cantilever was 10.03 ¡ 0.12 mm (mean ¡ standard

deviation, obtained by averaging the measurement results over

nine SMF cantilevers with each cantilever providing 5 data

points). Note that these SMF cantilevers were fabricated in

different runs by using the same chemical wet etching method,

demonstrating the reproducibility of forming the desired thin

SMF cantilever (the most important component of the device).

Optical measurement setup

In our optical measurement setup, a fiber pigtailed laser diode of

1310 nm nominal wavelength (LPS-1310, Thorlabs) was used as

an external light source and coupled into the SMF cantilever.

Real-time output signals from the MMF were detected by an

optical power meter (1918-R, Newport) with built-in data

acquisition software.

Velocity measurement

While the present force sensing scheme did not require using a

microscope or a camera, we used a stereo microscope (MZ205,

Leica) and a video camera (QICamera) to show the worm–SMF

cantilever interactions and measure the average moving velocity

of worms exposed to anthelmintic levamisole with different

concentrations (Fig. 8). The worm average velocity was defined

as the continuous forward linear distance travelled by a worm’s

head with respect to time. The stereo microscope-camera system

captured a series of digital images (1392 6 1040 pixels) at a

specified time interval of 100 ms. The images were sequenced and

compressed into the Audio Video Interleave (.avi) video format.

The .avi video was post-processed by a worm tracking program

that was able to extract track signatures and locomotion (e.g.,

number and duration of stops, and cut-off region) of individual

and/or multiple worms.45 Briefly, the program analyzed a large

number of images to recognize a moving object (here worm) and

then extract motility parameters such as amplitude, wavelength,

body postures, and path traversed by the worm.

Parasitic nematode O. dentatum

Many nematodes are ubiquitous soil-dwelling organisms and are

crucial for maintaining soil nutrients and overall symbiotic relation-

ships between plants and other organisms.55 However, many of the

more than 10 000 known nematode species are parasitic, infecting

plants (e.g., corn, soybean, wheat, and other food grains), animals

(e.g., pigs, sheep, goats, and cows) and humans.56 The parasitic

nematode used in this research, O. dentatum, is a hog parasite that

causes nodule growths in the pig’s gut wall. These nodules repress

growth and thereby reduce available pork yield. It is similar to the

Oesophagostomum species parasites of humans.

Fig. 6 (a) Time-lapse images for a SENS O. dentatum worm pushing the SMF cantilever away from the sine-wave channel at four different DPs from

left to right shown in Fig. 1. Blue arrows indicate the time-varying sequence of images. Scale bars represent 100 mm. (b) Displacement, Dx, at the end tip

of the SMF cantilever at different DPs. At the 5th DP, only simulation data is shown due to insufficient deflection of the SMF cantilever. Experimental

data were obtained via direct microscopic imaging. Calculated data were obtained using ANSYS software. Fn = 9.16 mN was used in the simulation. (c)

Normalized optical power measured at the output of the receiving MMF as a function of time. (d) Experimental normal force (left axis) measured when

the worm–SMF interactions occurred at the first four DPs. No readable signal was found at the 5th detection point.
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Parasitic nematode larvae SENS (levamisole-sensitive) and

LERV (levamisole-resistant) O. dentatum were originally sup-

plied by the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural School,

Frederiksberg, Copenhagen and then reproduced at 6–9 month

intervals by passage in pigs at the Iowa State University, Ames,

Iowa. The L3 larvae isolates were maintained between passages

in tap water refrigerated at 11 uC (changed every 2–4 months).

They were about 6 months old and 400–500 mm long and about

25 mm in diameter when used for our experiments.

Handling of nematodes

A conventional pipette was used to transfer O. dentatum worms

to the sine-wave channel at the worm inlet of the device. No

attractant was used to drive worms inside the channel. With the

gap D between the SMF and the lowest edge of the channel’s

upper sidewall of 20 mm, 183 (75%) out of 244 worms moved

through all five DPs, 26 (10.66%) crossed over the cantilever at

the first DP, and 35 (14.34%) were stuck at the first DP that

could be sucked out by a pipette through the inlet of the device.

Results and discussion

Fig. 6a shows time-lapse images for a SENS worm interacting

with the SMF cantilever at different DPs of the device. Each

measurement presented here was the mean ¡ standard deviation

obtained from 22 observations. As the worm squeezed through

the 1st, the 2nd, the 3rd and the 4th DP from left to right

(Fig. 6a), the maximum deflection at the free end of the SMF

cantilever was Dx = 19.3 ¡ 0.92, 11.6 ¡ 0.83, 6.9 ¡ 0.85, and

2.5 ¡ 0.81 mm (Fig. 6b), respectively. The decreasing tendency of

Dx was observed in the microscope and shows good agreement

with the simulation result with Fn = 9.16 mN (Fig. 2b). Fig. 6c

displays a typical time-varying optical power signal measured at

the output of the MMF as the worm travelled through the whole

Fig. 8 Normal force (a) and moving velocity (b) of the SENS and

LERV isolates as a function of levamisole concentration. The moving

velocity is tested on plate.

Fig. 7 (a–c) Normalized optical power measured at the output of the

MMF as function of time when the initial gap distance between the SMF

cantilever and the lowest edge of the channel’s upper sidewall D = 15 mm

(a), 20 mm (b), and 25 mm (c) with the worm (SENS) diameter d-worm =

y25 mm, and D = 25 mm with d-worm = y30 mm (d). (e) Normal force of

the worms measured at the first four DPs with respect to D and d-worm.
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channel. Interestingly, the optical power decreased respectively

by 90.4 ¡ 3.92, 65.2 ¡ 4.22, 41.2 ¡ 3.88, and 20.2 ¡ 4.18%.

This resulted from decreasing the deflection of the cantilever as

the worm–SFM contact occurred closer to the fixed end of the

cantilever. By extrapolating from the Fn–P curve shown in

Fig. 3d, the magnitude of Fn imposed by the worm onto the

cantilever at the four DPs (from left to right) was found to be

9.02 ¡ 0.23, 8.87 ¡ 0.28, 9.23 ¡ 0.33, and 9.13 ¡ 0.36 mN,

respectively (Fig. 6d). The force measurement result revealed

that the worm generated almost an equal amount of Fn = 9.16 ¡

0.32 mN, during squeezing through the multiple DPs (Fig. 6d).

Therefore, the closer the DP was to the fixed end of the

cantilever, the less the cantilever deflection, as shown in Fig. 6b.

The small standard deviation of Fn might be attributed to

individual differences between the worms and/or slight geometric

difference between the multiple DPs. We point out that the

reduction of optical power due to the worm–SFM contact at the

5th DP was not large enough to be read by the photodetector,

which will be discussed later. Nevertheless, by integrating

multiple structurally similar DPs to the sine-wave channel along

the SMF cantilever, the device provided multiple force data

allowing additional validation.

To examine the influence of the gap D between the SMF and

the lowest edge of the channel’s upper sidewall on force

generation of the worms, we varied D from 5 to 50 mm with

steps of 5 mm. The SENS worms were taken from the same batch

as those used above, having a body diameter d-worm = y25 mm.

When D = 5 and 10 mm, the worms could hardly squeeze through

the 1st DP, while instead they touched the cantilever and then

oscillated locally. Thus, with this design, the device was not able

to detect the force of the worms. As the gap increased, becoming

comparable to or slightly less than the diameter of the worm,

about 75% of the worms were able to get into the gap and push

the cantilever away to pass through the sine-wave channel.

Fig. 7a–c show the optical power signals detected at the output

of the MMF for the worms with d-worm = y25 mm when D =

15, 20, and 25 mm, respectively. As D increased, Fn of the worms

increased (Fig. 7e). Each data point in Fig. 7e was obtained from

measurement of 9 worms. An intuitive explanation is that the

worms needed to generate a larger squeezing force to go through

a narrower space. When D increased further to be greater than

30 mm, the worms were observed to have relatively random and

insufficient contacts with the SFM cantilever, resulting in

random optical power signals at the output of the MMF. In

addition, we examined the influence of the body diameter of

nematodes, d-worm, on their muscular force generation when the

gap D was fixed. Fig. 7d shows the detected optical power signal

as a large SENS (d-worm = y30 mm) went through the DPs with

D = 25 mm. Compared to the small worms (d-worm = y25 mm)

with Fn = y5.58 mN, the large worms (d-worm = y30 mm;

9 worms tested) generated a larger Fn = y8.62 mN, which was

54.5% more than the small ones (Fig. 7e), to pass through the

same DPs.

According to the time-varying optical power measurement

results shown in Fig. 6c and 7a–d, the mean background noise

power level of the detection system, Pns, was approximately 2.5%

of the maximum output optical power, Pmax. Thus, by looking at

Fig. 3c and 3d, a noise equivalent displacement (NED) of the

cantilever and a noise equivalent force (NEF, at the 1st DP) of

the device was found at 0.28 mm and 143 nN, respectively. When

the worm-body contact occurred at the last or the 5th DP, the

predicted deflection of the cantilever was only Dx = 0.074 mm

(Fig. 2b). No obvious optical signal reduction or force data were

thus detected at this DP.

As shown in Fig. 3d, the magnitude of the output optical

signal was almost saturated at a low level when the SMF

deflection goes beyond 23 mm from the central optical axis of the

SMF. Thus, we defined the upper boundary of detection range of

the device at each DP to be the force at which the saturation

starts. It is also noteworthy that the upper limit of the detection

range varied with numerical aperture of the MMF, and with the

end-to-end distance between the SMF and MMF. Here, we

define the lower boundary of detection range to be two times the

value of NEF at each DP. Table 1 summarizes the NEP and

detection range of the device.

Many anthelmintic drugs act on the neuromuscular system of

nematodes, causing neuromuscular contraction.16 Drug resis-

tance of parasitic nematodes may be related to effects on the

signalling-muscle-contraction pathways by these drugs.16 We

conducted an initial pilot experiment to explore the possibility of

adapting the present force measurement technique to examine

muscular force dose responses of the SENS and LERV O.

dentatum larvae to the anthelmintic levamisole. The levamisole

solutions with different concentrations were prepared by

dissolving levamisole stock solution with appropriate amounts

of M9 buffer solution. The recipe for the M9 buffer (3 g

KH2PO4, 6 g Na2HPO4, 5 g NaCl, 1 mL 1 M MgSO4, and H2O

to 1 L) was a standard recipe. The devices used here had the

same D = 20 mm as those used in the previous experiments. Each

data point in Fig. 8 was obtained from measurement of

11 worms.

Fig. 8a shows that as the levamisole dose increased from 1 to

20 mM, Fn of the SENS isolate increased from 9.16 to 15.25 mN.

The result is logical as the levamisole depolarized muscle and

increased muscle contraction and thus the muscular force of the

whole worm. No force data were obtained at 25 mM and higher

concentrations because the SENS isolate became paralyzed at

those high doses. On the other hand, for the LERV isolate, there

was only a slight increase in Fn as the levamisole concentration

increased from 1 to 20 mM. At the higher concentration of

25 mM, an obvious increase of Fn occurred to the LERV isolate.

Also, the result in Fig. 8a indicates that in the presence of the

same dose of levamisole below 20 mM, the drug effect on

the SENS muscles in the normal direction (with respect to the

movement) was greater than that on the LERV muscles. Thus,

we have observed the distinct phenotype differences in the

muscular force of the SENS and LERV isolates when exposed to

levamisole. The result was consistent with the larval migration

Table 1 Summary of the noise equivalent force and detection range of
the device at each DP

Detection point Noise equivalent force (mN) Detection range (mN)

1st 0.143 0.28–12.48
2nd 0.21 0.42–16.65
3rd 0.42 0.84–34.02
4th 1.29 2.58–103.17
5th 36.02 72.04–3094.60
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studies where SENS was inhibited more than LERV by

levamisole.16 To relate the muscular force phenotype to the

locomotive behavior of the worms, we tested the moving velocity

of the SENS and LERV isolates on a 1 inch diameter Petri dish.

The result in Fig. 8b shows that although the average velocity of

both of the isolates decreased with increasing levamisole

concentration, the LERV was less sensitive to levamisole than

the SENS in terms of the moving velocity. The cause of the

velocity reduction may be associated with the increasing

muscular force in the direction normal to the worm’s transla-

tional movement and thus the resultant spastic paralysis. Thus,

the device allowed for clear separation of the muscular force

phenotype differences between nematode isolates. The drug

response test conducted here not only verified the workability of

the present technique further, but also demonstrated the useful

capability to bridge the observations on the motility and the

muscular force generation of individual worms when exposed to

different drug environments.

Conclusions

To summarize, we have developed an integrated fiber-optic

microfluidic device capable of measuring the muscular force of

nematode worms normal to the translational movement direc-

tion. Multiple identical DPs were formed along a thinned SMF

cantilever horizontally placed adjacent to a sine-wave channel

with multiple open troughs. Physical contacts between a moving

worm and the SMF cantilever at the DPs bent the SMF

cantilever, reducing light coupling from the SMF to the receiving

MMF. Thus, the SMF cantilever transduced the normal force of

the worm into optical transmission signals. We have demon-

strated the workability of the device to detect normal forces

exerted by the O. dentatum L3 larvae onto the SMF cantilever. It

was important that the space dimension between the SMF

cantilever and the sine-wave was comparable to or slightly less

than the diameter of the worm. We have shown that the worm

imposes an equal amount of normal force on the SMF cantilever

at different DPs. The NEP of the device was 143 nN at the 1st

DP. We have measured the force responses of the SENS and

LERV O. dentatum larvae to different doses of the anthelmintic

levamisole. The result showed that the both of the isolates

generate larger muscular (normal) force when exposed to a

higher concentration of levamisole, and the SENS muscles were

more sensitive to levamisole than the LERV muscles. We have

noticed muscular force differences between the two isolates in the

degree of their drug resistance.

The ability of the present device to measure muscular force of

multicellular nematodes can benefit and advance the current

whole animal assays. For example, conventional nematode

motility assays (e.g., larval migration assay57) for detection of

drug resistance uses a mesh system, where the worms resistant to

a certain anthelmintic can move through the mesh, whereas the

sensitive worms are restricted. The output information obtained

is thus only a percentage of worms that are inhibited by the

applied drug. Recent microfluidic approaches, along with

imaging systems and automated algorithm, have made it possible

to provide important phenotypic parameters of nematodes such

as average velocity and oscillation frequency.58,59 However, these

methods are limited by a lack of more direct measures of drug

resistance. Since drug resistance of parasitic nematodes may be

associated with the many different changes in signalling-muscle-

contraction pathways, our technology will have the potential to

provide a more direct measure of the effectiveness of drugs, by

qualifying the muscular force of parasitic nematode species.

Furthermore, this technology can provide a new insight into

developing better quantitative models for revealing phenotypic

differences in nematodes under various drug concentrations, as

well as screening mutants at the single animal resolution.
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